OPERATING MANUAL
FEATURES
Mosquitoes are attracted to humans by their emission of carbon
dioxide and heat. They are also extremely sensitive to ultraviolet rays.
The AEROTRAP™ attracts mosquitoes by emitting ultraviolet rays,
which attract pests and interact with the titanium dioxide coating to
emit carbon dioxide. AEROTRAP™ is effective during all hours of the
day and night.
OPERATION
1. Connect the AEROTRAP™ to a power source.
2. Turn the switch ON. For best results, position the trap a foot above
the ground in a sheltered area. The trap will operate continuously.
3. To cease operation, turn the switch OFF.
4. Once the AEROTRAP™ has been turned OFF, disconnect the trap
from the power source and unscrew the capture net. Some
mosquitos may still be alive, so cover the trap with a cloth or
towel.
PRECAUTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do not place fingers in the unit when operating.
Turn off power before cleaning the unit.
Keep away from children.
Do not place product in or near water.
Contact us for any addition inquiries.

Warning: AEROTRAP™ is not intended for use by any person
(including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental
capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless

they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the
appliance by a person responsible for their safety. Children should be
supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer,
its service agent or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a
hazard.
MAINTENANCE
Once the AEROTRAP™ has been turned off:
1. Clean the trap from the bottom to the top. Turn the base
counterclockwise and offload. Clean the screen window with a
brush.
2. Lay the piece breadthwise, then separate the middle piece from the
top by pulling gently. Undo any screws that may be present.
3. Clean the inner part of the fan with a brush. You may also wipe
gently with a wet cloth.
4. To replace the light tube, lay the top part upside down, turn the
light tube halfway and remove.
5. Let all components dry naturally before reassembling.
SERVICE
We recommend replacing the lamps every 6,000 hours to ensure
efficient operation.

